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Vertical L-Series WCSC units
The adaptable HVAC solution for high-rise, multi-use buildings

Overview

Vertical L-Series WCSC units are made up of packaged direct expansion (DX) refrigeration systems. Each DX system includes an airside 
supply fan and condensing systems. Condenser heat exchangers consist of either an air-cooled, close-coupled or remote condenser, or a 
water-cooled condenser. This solution is compact and easy to install. It is capable of variable airflow or constant-volume operation.
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Summary

Vertical L-Series Water-Cooled Self-Contained (WCSC) units 
are ideal solutions that address the heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning (HVAC) needs of high-rise, multi-use commercial 
and residential buildings. These units are easy to use and 
maintain, energy efficient, and adaptable to the individual comfort 
requirements of occupants in multi-story buildings. These units also 
reduce installation costs because they are configured to effectively 
use space in multiple building designs.

Many customers are looking for the simplicity of a packaged rooftop 
unit. However, their buildings have several floors, which creates 
pressure and duct challenges. Systems that utilize floor-by-floor, 
vertical WCSC units are optimal solutions for these multi-story 
buildings. 

Vertical L-Series WCSC units allow property owners and managers 
to monitor the performance and energy consumption of their 
equipment. This simplifies two of their main goals: maximizing 
indoor air quality (IAQ) and minimizing building energy costs. 

Vertical L-Series WCSC units provide mechanical and architectural 
flexibility. Consequently, they require a relatively small amount of 
floor space. They also supply excellent IAQ without compromising 
on noise pollution as they are designed to run quietly.

Units are self-contained, and so are incredibly flexible for build-out 
structures because contractors do not need to run pipes or other 
components through vacant floors. This helps property owners 
and managers reach their energy and sustainability goals without 
undermining one of their most important objectives: maintaining 
comfortable climatic conditions for the building occupants. 

Application advantages

Central cooling towers with pumping stations supply the cooled 
water required by the unit condensers. Generally, these waterside 
systems save costs in two ways. Firstly, they lower installation 
costs because they require less space than other hydronic systems. 
Secondly, the system lowers the costs of materials by reducing 
the amount of ductwork and complex piping needed to install the 
system.

Vertical L-Series WCSC units are available with both airside and 
waterside economizers. Waterside economizers operate with 
mechanical compressor cooling, which facilitates free-cooling 
economizer operations in various conditions. Each unit uses a 
waterside economizer system, which decreases the size of the 
outside air shafts, and negates the need for large air intake and 
exhaust ventilation openings in the building shell. These ventilation 
openings may have negative impacts on both construction costs and 
architectural design efforts.

Advantages for contractors and tenants

Vertical L-Series WCSC units are designed to serve a single floor 
or space – the original industry floor-by-floor designation. The 
single-distribution design of a unit plays a key role in the project 
management phase of building construction. Units can be supplied 
to the job site at the beginning of certain projects even if certain 
floors of the building may still be in the construction phase. This 
also applies to basement utility designs.

This solution is flexible, which means the building can be designed 
with future equipment access in mind. Units can be installed after 
leasing agreements are finalized. This allows for partial building 
utilization opportunities because units can be added to floors as 
construction continues on other floors. 

Units are installed close to the spaces they serve, allowing for 
minimal, low-pressure, close-coupled ductwork designs that reduce 
supply fan motor horsepower requirements. The design of an 
individual unit is customized for the space it serves, which results in 
low external static pressure. 
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Advantages for contractors and tenants 
(Continued)

Vertical L-Series WCSC have smaller fans as their units are usually 
shorter in length than similar HVAC systems. Smaller fans require 
less power to run and they are more easily fitted into tight spaces. 
A simple, overhead return air plenum eliminates the need for 
additional return fans in the system design.

Vertical L-Series WCSC units do not require a lot of space. A single 
unit and any necessary support equipment will usually fit into a 
single mechanical room in the center of the floor. Water piping 
and access to the return duct can be located in the middle of the 
building. 

Consequently, the equipment can be accessed through the 
mechanical room on each floor of the building. In addition to saving 
space, easy access to the equipment reduces the time and effort 
spent on maintenance.

Units address the outside air requirements of a building using central 
airshafts. These shafts feed into the mechanical room on each 
floor. Each shaft is connected to a dedicated outside air unit that 
preconditions the air before it is mixed with the building’s return air 
via ductwork connected to the mechanical room.

All maintenance and servicing tasks can be confined to a single 
unit as opposed to the central mechanical rooms of every unit 
throughout the building. Maintenance of a particular unit does not 
affect the comfort of individual occupants on other floors of the 
building. The layout of the central utility shaft also offers increased 
freedom to architects designing the outer shell and facade of the 
building.

Current multi-use building space platforms attempt to meet the 
numerous demands of different building owners. They also seek to 
meet the need for utility expense allocation to individual tenants. 
Vertical L-Series WCSC units provide contractors with the means to 
address these diverse demands by employing distributed, floor-by-
floor approaches that maximize the flexibility of every application.

Features and benefits for building owners and 
managers

•   Energy efficiency: 

 Each unit delivers an Energy Efficiency Rating of between 13.1 

and 15.3, which lowers operating costs. Furthermore, higher 

efficiencies are realized in units that use a variable condenser 

water flow with internal actuated valves, scroll compressors, 

optimized condenser and evaporator coil designs, airfoil blade 

plenum fans, and airside or waterside economizers.

•   Minimized installation costs: 

 Installation costs can be reduced even further with units 

that require only single-point power connections and single 

condenser water inlet and outlet connections. An installer’s 

task is simplified by ordering units that come equipped with all 

the necessary filtration, fans, motors, and sound attenuation 

options in addition to specifically configured control packages 

and operating sequences. Each of these additional features can 

be installed in the factory and the unit can be shipped directly 

to the customer’s building or construction site. Eliminate the 

need to braze, evacuate, and charge refrigerant on-site by 

taking advantage of factory-installed external condensate drain 

connections, factory-installed internal piping, and units with a 

split to assist installation. 

• Ease of service: 

 These units are generally installed in confined spaces. This 

frequently limits the distance between the exterior of the unit 

and the wall of the mechanical room. To solve this problem, 

units are designed to allow for two-sided access to their inner 

mechanics. Hinged doors also permit easier access to filters, 

condensate drains and expansion values while large easy 

to read user interfaces on control panels make it simple to 

perform intuitive diagnostics.

The adaptable HVAC solution for high-rise, multi-use buildings
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Features and benefits for building owners and 
managers (Continued)

•   Redundancy: 

 Multiple independent refrigerant circuits and several small 

compressors improve the reliability of the unit during part-

load operations. They also make it much easier to service the 

unit, which is a distinct advantage for local air conditioning 

technicians. These features give the building owner or 

manager multiple stages of control: six on the smaller units 

and nine on the larger units. Furthermore, the digital scroll 

compressor option provides excellent capacity modulation.

•   Indoor Air Quality: 

 We guarantee indoor air quality using Minimum Efficiency 

Reporting Value (MERV) 8 pre-filters, four-inch MERV 13 filters, 

and a double-sloped drain pan. We also ensure excellent 

condensate removal so that you limit biological growth such as 

mold, mildew etc.

•   Reduced operating noise:  

 Sound levels are a concern for building owners and occupants 

because the units are installed indoors. Each unit benefits from 

a sound-reducing perforated inner liner fan section for the 

components that supply and return air to the building. This 

decreases the noise from ducts in comparable HVAC systems 

that do not use these sound-reducing components. Sound 

data is available for any unit on request. 

•   Ultimate control: 

 Units allow for floor-by-floor independent metering and 

temperature control.

Building designs best served by Vertical L-Series 
WCSC units

These units are ideal for the following building designs:

• Commercial buildings, notably high-rise, multi-use buildings

• Office and retail spaces in high-rise or multi-use buildings

• Traditional, floor-by-floor data centers

• Educational facilities

• Banking and financial centers

When offered with the typical water-cooled condenser medium 
design, these packaged units are the ideal system for traditional 
multi-story office buildings, hospitals, banks, and educational 
facilities.

These units can operate as the cornerstone of HVAC systems for 
the multi-use commercial and residential design spaces that are so 
prevalent in today’s urban revitalization zones.
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Conclusion

Vertical L-Series WCSC units are flexible, efficient HVAC solutions 
that address the needs of traditional multi-story office buildings 
and multi-use commercial or residential buildings. However, these 
extremely efficient and adaptable units are frequently overlooked in 
favor of more complex or costly chilled water systems. They offer 
several advantages as HVAC applications because of their simple 
design. They also benefit customers in the areas of construction and 
property management because they reduce the initial installation 
and long-term operational costs of a building.

To summarize these benefits, Vertical L-Series WCSC units offer:

• Compact design and floor-by-floor layouts that reduce both 

design time and construction costs.

• Water-cooled condenser systems that provide lower first-cost 

benefits and operational savings over time.

• High efficiency ratings and a variety of features that allow a 

unit to be customized for a variety of specific applications.

Every substantial commercial or residential building needs efficient, 
reliable climate control. Johnson Controls has an extensive portfolio 
of HVAC equipment and controls. Whether you are constructing 
a new multi-use building or retrofitting an old one, our solutions 
deliver cost-effective comfort and sustainable efficiency.

For more information about Vertical L-Series WCSC units, please 
visit https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/hvac-equipment/indoor-
packaged-equipment/self-contained-units or contact your local 
representative.

The adaptable HVAC solution for high-rise, multi-use buildings
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